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Outline

- Recap. “Interdomain Internet Routing”
- Discuss related security and stability issues of BGP.

- Facebook Outage

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse550/21au/papers/CSE550.Interdomain_Routing.pdf


Internet Service Providers (ISP)

- Provides services for accessing, using, or participating in the Internet
- Categorized by size

- Tier-3 ISP (Small):
- Own a small number of localized end-customers

- Tier-2 ISP (Medium):
- Regional scope (e.g. State-wide, Region-wide)

- Tier-1 ISP (Really huge):
- Routing tables actually have routes to all currently reachable Internet
- (e.g. AT&T, T-Mobile, NTT … etc.)
- Own multiple Autonomous Systems.



Autonomous Systems (AS)

- A collection of connected Internet Protocol (IP) routing prefixes 
- Under the control of one or more network operators 
- On behalf of a single administrative entity

- Autonomous Systems Number
- A 16/32-bit number
- Identify a certain AS

- Communicate between each other through Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
- Relationship with other ASes

- Peering
- Transit



Relationships between ASes

- Peering
- An AS lets its peer reach (only) its customers 
- The relationship is settlement-free (i.e., no $$) 

- Transit (Customer-Provider Relationship)
- Customer needs to be reachable from and reach to everyone.
- Provider → reachability → Customer
- Provider ←  $$ ←  Customer 



Export Routes: Route Filtering

- Principle:
- No ISP wants to act as transit for packets that it isn’t making money on.



Export Routes: Route Filtering (Customer-Provider)

- Principle:
- No ISP wants to act as transit for packets that it isn’t somehow making money on.

- Customer needs to be reachable from everyone
- Provider tells all its neighbors how to reach the customer  

- Customer does not want to provide transit service
- Customer does not let its providers route through it

18-PolicyRouting.pptx (umich.edu)

https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~sugih/courses/eecs489/lectures/18-PolicyRouting.pdf


Export Routes: Route Filtering (Peers)

- Peers exchange traffic between customers
- AS exports only customer routes to a peer
- AS exports a peer’s routes only to its customers
- Often the relationship is settlement-free

18-PolicyRouting.pptx (umich.edu)

https://web.eecs.umich.edu/~sugih/courses/eecs489/lectures/18-PolicyRouting.pdf


Importing Routes

- AS receive multiple routes, decide which route to install in forwarding table.
- One important factor (Preference):

- Customer
Ensure packets to the customer do not traverse additional ASes unnecessarily.

- Peer
Exchange reachability Information about mutual transit customers.

- Provider
No responsibility for a provider.

⇒ Customer > Peer > Provider (Local Preference)

How would you use import/export policies to influence routing?

Discussion: https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp

https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp


Border Gateway Protocol

- How an AS communicates with another AS with respect to the relationship.
- Three important needs

- Scalability
- To ensure that the Internet routing infrastructure remained scalable as the number of 

connected networks increased
- Policy

- The ability for each AS to implement various forms of routing policy.
- Cooperation under competitive circumstances

- No single administrative entity
- Should allow ASes to make purely local decisions on how to route packets, from among 

any set of choices

What are other important needs that are not mentioned ? Why ?

Discussion: https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp

https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp


Border Gateway Protocol (Protocol)

- Based on TCP
- Port 179

- Initialization:
- Send OPEN message to other routers
- Exchange the tables of active routes

- Update:
- Send “Update” message to other routers

- Announcements: Changes to existing routes / New routes
- Withdrawals: Named routes no longer exist

- No need to be periodically announced
- Instead, send KeepAlive message periodically to other routers.

- Stability ?



Stability of BGP

#Withdrawals message is very stable 

#Announcements message is rising,
but the increasing rate is lower than 
#BGP Entries.

Withdrawals
Announcements
Total
#BGP Entries

BGP in 2019 - BGP Churn | APNIC Blog

https://blog.apnic.net/2020/01/15/bgp-in-2019-bgp-churn/


Stability of BGP (Convergence Time)

BGP in 2019 - BGP Churn | APNIC Blog

https://blog.apnic.net/2020/01/15/bgp-in-2019-bgp-churn/


eBGP and iBGP

- eBGP: 
- BGP sessions between routers in different ASes
- One-hop away in IP-level

- iBGP: 
- BGP sessions Between routers in the same AS
- Loop-free forwarding
- Complete visibility
- Multiple hop in IP-level, require to use IGP

Full-Mesh → #Connections = e*(e-1)/2 → Route Reflector



Router Reflector

- Sub-optimal routing, Route oscillation, Increase of BGP convergence time, ...



Problem of Router Reflector (RR)

- Protocol Oscillation
- Inconsistency between the metric in IGP (distance) and the metric in BGP (MED).

spring05-mar31.ppt (live.com)
BGP Persistent Oscillation – rule 11 reader

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cs.princeton.edu%2F~jrex%2Fteaching%2Fspring2005%2Flectures%2Fspring05-mar31.ppt&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://rule11.tech/bgp-persistent-oscillation/


Problems of Router Reflector (RR)

- Protocol Oscillation
- Inconsistency between the metric in IGP (distance) and the metric in BGP (MED).

spring05-mar31.ppt (live.com)
BGP Persistent Oscillation – rule 11 reader

https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cs.princeton.edu%2F~jrex%2Fteaching%2Fspring2005%2Flectures%2Fspring05-mar31.ppt&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://rule11.tech/bgp-persistent-oscillation/


BGP Attributes

- Network operators manipulate route attributes when disseminating routes
- Control how a router ranks candidate routes and select paths to destinations
- Control the “next hop” IP address for the advertised route to balance load.

- Attributes:
- Next Hop, ASPATH, Local Pref, Multiple-Exit Discriminator (MED), ...



NEXT HOP Attribute

- IP address of the router to send the packet to

BGP Next-Hop Explained | BGP Help

http://bgphelp.com/2017/03/05/bgp-next-hop-self-explained/


ASPATH Attribute

- A vector that lists all the ASes that this route announcement has been 
through.

- Loop avoidance:
- Router checks if its own AS identifier is already in the ASPATH.

- If it is, discard this announcement
- Help pick a suitable path

- No LOCAL_PREF is present → Shorter ASPATH lengths are preferred
- Security Issue



ASPATH Attribute (Security Issue)

- Prefix Hijacking
- An AS announces that it originates a prefix that it does not actually originate.
- An AS announces a more specific prefix than what may be announced by the true originating 

AS.
- An AS announces that it can route traffic to the hijacked AS through a shorter route than is 

already available, regardless of whether or not the route actually exists.

1. How to solve Prefix Hijacking ?
2. What are other security issues related to BGP ?

Discussion: https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp

https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp


MED Attributes

- Two ASes are linked at multiple locations
- How to choose the transit point ?

- (X) LOCAL PREF (Cannot distinguished)
- (X) ASPATH (Length is equal)
- (O) MED

How to configure BGP MED Attribute (networklessons.com)

https://networklessons.com/bgp/how-to-configure-bgp-med-attribute


MED Attributes

- Two ASes are linked at multiple locations
- How to choose the transit point ?

- (X) LOCAL PREF (Cannot distinguished)
- (X) ASPATH (Length is equal)
- (O) MED

- Two ASes are in peer-peer relationship
- Ignore MED 

→ Sometimes caused hot-potato problem
→ Provide incentive to tier-1 ISPs, ask them to carry cross-country packets



Put all attributes together

If you can put one more attribute into BGP protocol,
- What kind of attribute are you going to put ? Why ?

Discussion: https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp

https://tinyurl.com/cse550au21-bgp


BGP Security Issues



A modern day horror story...









So...what really happened?



Causes?

● Caused by a loss of IP routes to Facebook DNS (Domain Name Systems)
○ Were all self-hosted at the time

● BGP routing wasn’t restored until 21:50 UTC
● DNS services restored at 22:05 UTC
● Application-layer services gradually restored



https://engineerin
g.fb.com/2021/10
/04/networking-tr
affic/outage/ 

https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/04/networking-traffic/outage/
https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/04/networking-traffic/outage/
https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/04/networking-traffic/outage/
https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/04/networking-traffic/outage/


According to Facebook Engineering (cont)

https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/05/networking-traffic/outage-details/ 

https://engineering.fb.com/2021/10/05/networking-traffic/outage-details/


➜  ~ dig @1.1.1.1 facebook.com
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: SERVFAIL, id: 31322
;facebook.com. IN A
➜  ~ dig @1.1.1.1 whatsapp.com
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: SERVFAIL, id: 31322
;whatsapp.com. IN A
➜  ~ dig @8.8.8.8 facebook.com
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: SERVFAIL, id: 31322
;facebook.com. IN A
➜  ~ dig @8.8.8.8 whatsapp.com
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: SERVFAIL, id: 31322
;whatsapp.com. IN A









BGP Issues

● Instability - routing tables constantly adjusted to reflect actual changes in 
network structure

○ Route flapping
● Routing table growth

○ Routers can’t cope with resource requirements
● Load-balancing



Solutions?

● Cryptographic techniques
○ Pairwise keying, message authentication codes, cryptographic hashes, etc

● Protecting connection between BGP routers
○ Need to protect TCP session
○ Hop integrity- peers can detect any modification

● S-BGP validates path attributes in updates



...Discuss…!!

● What kind of protocol or security measures (to BGP) could have prevented 
the Facebook outage of 2021?

○ What modifications to BGP can we have to prevent other catastrophes (Pakistan Youtube 
outage in 2008, Turkish ISP in 2004, etc)?

● What are some alternative ways to make BGP more secure?


